Diversity of adaptation patterns in responses of eighth nerve fibers in the bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana.
The firing patterns of eighth nerve fibers in the bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, were analyzed for responses to long duration tone bursts at best excitatory frequency ( BEF ) and at frequencies along the upper and lower boundaries of the excitatory tuning curve of each fiber. These firing patterns were used as an index of the degree of short-term adaptation of each fiber. Amphibian papilla fibers (with BEFs 100-1000 Hz) exhibited marked diversity in their firing patterns to BEF tones, ranging from very flat or tonic (sustained responses throughout the duration of the stimulus) to very peaked or phasic (responding primarily or exclusively to stimulus onset). Moreover, the degree of short-term adaptation shown by an individual fiber varied with stimulating frequency. The firing patterns of amphibian papilla fibers tended to become more tonic as stimulus frequency was lowered below BEF ; conversely, as stimulus frequency was increased above BEF , firing patterns either showed little change from that at BEF , or became more phasic. A similar frequency dependence of adaptation has not been reported in responses of mammalian eighth nerve fibers with comparable BEFs . The firing patterns of basilar papilla fibers ( BEFs greater than 1000 Hz) remained similar in response to both BEF and non- BEF tones. These data reveal that the firing patterns and degrees of short-term adaptation of amphibian papilla fibers vary considerably across the tuning curve, whereas those of basilar papilla fibers remain relatively more constant with changes in stimulating frequency.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)